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I wish to make this submission for several reasons , addressing various aspects of the poor
governance and decision making processes at the University of Tasmania which are
leading to the demise of our State University..

The University of Tasmania Act of 1992 was originally designed to  work in the best
interests of  the Tasmanian community: it seems that the powers and functions of UTAS
have been drastically reinvented recently by a management team which has little regard for
the traditional charte of our university. Some recent decisions made without
consultation with academic staff, the student body or the community in general are leading
to the rapid attrition of all the functions which the University of Tasmania was empowered
to perform..
I hope to outline several areas  where the current "management team" appear to contravene
the University Act,

The community and indeed the students, academic staff and alumni need to know who is
making decisions without wider consultation, how and on what basis and authority are
decisions being made and what are the criteria which inform decision-making? 

The current model of decision making  is demonstrably not in the best interests of the
Tasmanian community for which the University was established.

I shall enumerate some of the recent adverse effects.

1.The proposed fragmentation of the Sandy Bay and CBD campuses diminishes
opportunities  for a centralised campus providing cross faculty/class/cultural exchanges
and reduces the university to a factory  with no nucleus, no academic and intellectual
enrichment.
2.The current divisive nature of governance has put a barrier to future bequests and raised
doubts in the minds of those benefactors who, in the past, have entrusted UTAS with
significant bequests via the University Foundation
3.Current decision making , with arrogant disrespect for academic staff, is leading to a
mass exodus of staff, decreasing number of courses offered , and hugely diminished
enrolments. with transfer of courses and hence enrolments at interstate universities.
4. The new emphasis on online learning is turning UTAS into a virtual external studies
university with a non -existent virtual campus.
5 The divisive nature of decision-making is weakening our general community and will
probably lead to Hobart being the only Australian city without a university campus.
6.The proposed use of the Sandy Bay campus property to erect 2700 new dwellings is a
travesty of what this land was initially intended for. The future congestion ( human and
traffic) and desecration of the much envied site is an unimaginable act of stupidity and
vandalism which dishonours all those who have sought to protect and advance it within the
charter of the University Act 1992.
7. The city  and Sandy Bay sites could co-exist with some foresight and respectful sharing
of ideas, but the entire process of dismembering the current Sandy Bay site has been done
in a clandestine and myopic way, very disrespectful to academic staff who have served the
university so admirably to establish international reputations in the humanities, in law and
in environmental science, to name a few.
8. No thought has been given to relocation of valuable assets such as our much
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